"What do you think? Were we victorious? (Yes.) From now on, you must work hard and put down roots. Do you understand? (Yes.) The Asia Pacific Union Phnom Penh Declaration has been made. Then, this shouldn't simply end as a declaration. I hope you will do your best to ensure that this initiative grows roots in Cambodia, brings together the surrounding countries, and puts down roots in those nations too. Do you best that this initiative can become an influential force that substantially helps the unification of the Korean Peninsula, the providential homeland. Through this summit, Heaven was once more able to embrace this nation, which from Heaven's viewpoint has suffered the most pain. Please do your utmost by fulfilling your responsibilities so that this Heavenly Cambodia can become established as Cheon Il Guk Cambodia.

We have also the previous model in Nepal, but we cannot call Nepal "Cheon Il Guk Nepal." Therefore, Heavenly Cambodia, from the position of being "the first," will need to put down roots and become the forerunner that does its best in the era of the Asia-Pacific Civilization, as Cheon Il Guk Cambodia. In order to do so, from now on it will need to receive education and training in many diverse areas."